Southern New England Chapter – Society for Industrial Archeology

Tour of

Stony Creek Quarry

Friday, September 12, 2014 @ 10 AM
99 Quarry Rd.
Branford, CT 06405

Cost: Free.
To register, please contact:
Marc Belanger @ (508) 837-5669 or mnbelanger@comcast.net by September 11, 2014

For more info on the history and operations of Stony Creek Quarry, visit:
http://stonycreekquarry.com/
and
http://www.darrellpetit.com/

Please see next page for directions and instructions.
Southern New England Chapter – Society for Industrial Archeology

Directions to Stony Creek Quarry:

From New York on I-95 North:

1. Take exit 56 Stony Creek /Thimbles Islands
2. Turn right off the end of the exit ramp
3. Turn left at next stop light (Mobile Gas Station on left corner and Shop and Stop on right corner.
4. Drive over I95 interstate and continue on Leetes Island Rd for about 1.5 miles until stop sign and fork in road. (Small Stony Creek Package Store is on your right and Mobile Station is seen on your left
5. Turn left onto rte 146 and drive past the cemetery on your left and the Mobile Station on your right and continue driving slowly through the residential area on both sides of the road.
6. Turn left at the second road on the left is Quarry Rd. Note that it is difficult to see the sign as it is sometimes covered in trees.

Note that if you miss this left turn then you will go to a railroad overpass that is too low to pass under for a big bus and there is great difficulty for a bus to turn around.

7. Drive straight down on Quarry Rd. ..... the pavement turns into a dirt rd. and continue to end of dirt road and through gate straight ahead you will see an office trailer and ...

8. All visitors must stop at the office trailer to sign in.

From Boston driving on I-95 South:

1. Take exit 56 Stony Creek/Thimbles Islands
2. Turn left at the stop light at the end of the exit ramp
3. Turn left at next stop light (Mobile Gas Station on left corner and Shop and Stop on right corner.
4. Drive over I95 interstate and continue on Leetes Island Rd for about 1.5 miles until stop sign and fork in road. (Small Stony Creek Package Store is on your right and Mobile Station is seen on your left
5. Turn left onto rte 146 and drive past the cemetery on your left and the Mobile Station on your right and continue driving slowly through the residential area on both sides of the road.
6. Turn left at the second road on the left is Quarry Rd. Note that it is difficult to see the sign as it is sometimes covered in trees.

Note that if you miss this left turn then you will go to a railroad overpass that is too low to pass under for a big bus and there is great difficulty for a bus to turn around.

7. Drive straight down on Quarry Rd. ..... the pavement turns into a dirt rd. and continue to end of dirt road and through gate straight ahead you will see an office trailer and ...

8. All visitors must stop at the office trailer to sign in.